News Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Linear Offers Three New Solar
Gate Operator Accessories
Carlsbad, Calif., (February 15, 2010) -- Linear LLC is offering three new solar
compatible accessories to complement its line of DC and solar gate operators, the
company announced today. The products are available immediately.
“With the ever increasing attention being paid to alternative energy, Linear is bringing
more solar options to deliver lower power consumption to its line of DC and solarpowered gate operators,” said Mark Mattson, product line manager. The new
accessories include:
• 2500-2346-LP - This low-power version of Linear’s existing “plug in style” loop
detector draws 80 percent less power.
• 2500-2508 - This single piece probe detector or “exit wand” with adjustable sensitivity
is ideal for solar applications with a very low power draw of just 1.5 mA.
• 2500-2509 - This wiring harness enables non-plug loop detectors to be used on the
Linear APeX gate controller plug-in loop detector positions. It also enables the power
and wake up signals of the reversing loop plug-in to be used in sleep mode
applications.
Linear also reminds its dealers that Linear solar powered gate operator systems qualify
for the Federal Tax homeowners credit equal to 30 percent off the installed cost of their
system. More information on solar tax credits is available at www.linearcorp.com/
product_detail.php?productId=777.
For information about the new solar gate operator accessories, contact your Linear
district manager or contact Linear directly at (800) 421-1587 or (760) 438-7000.

About Linear LLC
Linear LLC is a pioneer in engineered radio frequency (RF) products and is a major
supplier of wireless residential security systems, access control, intercoms, garage door
operators, gate operators, short- and long-range radio remote controls, and personal
emergency reporting systems. In recent years the company, through acquisition, has
expanded into a wide range of consumer electronics, including whole-house audio/video
distribution systems, central vacuum systems, music/communications systems, speaker
systems, and structured wiring systems. For more information contact Linear LLC, 1950
Camino Vida Roble, Suite 150, Carlsbad, CA 92008, (760) 438-7000 or
www.linearcorp.com.
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